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Dear Members, 

Before I start writing this week newsletter, I highly recommend go through with whole newsletter. Don’t 

go directly to see what range I mentioned in gold or oil. Please go through with each line in the newsletter 

as it is expensive services and you pay high price for it.  

Last week metals and energy performed rock solid. It is hard for many to believe that Nasdaq reached 12 

years high and Dow touched 13000. Fundamentals changed overnight from the scary gloomy outlook that 

persisted a few months ago due to the Euro zone debt crises. 

Most of my members must be asking themselves 

what I saw from October 2011 and onwards that 

made me so bullish on the equity markets. I still 

remember our statement when S&P was 1090, 

“that S&P won’t see this level again in the next 

five years so this is a life time buying opportunity, 

as a historic bull market is on the way”.  

I have taken the part below of S&P predictions 

from the last few months weekly newsletter. I am 

sure you will find it very amazing and redressing.  

Here is most important newsletter of 6 October 2011,  
 http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/userfiles/files/weekly_newsletter_from_3_to_7_october_2011.pdf 

 also below part is taken from few other newsletter of last four months. 
  
This below part is taken from weekly newsletter of 5-9 September 2011, 
WEEKLY FINANCIAL LETTER FROM 5-9 SEPTMBER 

  
  

February 26, 2012 Edition 671.0 

 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/userfiles/files/weekly_newsletter_from_3_to_7_october_2011.pdf
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Dear Members, 
  
Last week Thursday and Friday volatility again entered in Wall Street, but this time volatility will be proven to have a short 
life. On Friday Fed announce suing major USA and European banks on selling risky assets to Freddie and Fannie; this law 
suit was filed by Federal housing finance agency. This is a new development and everyone would like to see how this will 
shape Wall Street trend from here or there will be sharp corrections. Anyways, our Astro indicators are very clear 
about positive trend in stocks so keep accumulating stocks from next week. Though there will be bumpy ride for the next 
two weeks but worst is over and S&P will hold above 1157 so buy S&P without fear. 
  
During last week metals traded positive, grains and soft commodities also remained in a rising trend. Treasury bond closed 
near to a historic high and dollar was gaining momentum. European markets remain under pressure and lost value heavily. 
  
Since the last six months we have been predicting a great bubble era starting in Wall Street from 18 September 2011 and 
we are just two weeks away from that most unique cycle. I will highly recommend that one keeps focus on medium and 
longer term trends if you want to make great returns. Ignore current volatility and of course avoid any huge investment in 
European markets, especially DAX. You should be focusing on Potash and agricultural stocks, Uranium, technology and 
food stocks. 
  
Get ready for most unique cycle which will take DOW toward 36000. I know it is hard to believe, like when in 2002/3 when 
I was talking about a time coming when gold would move up 100 in a day and silver $3 to $5 in a day, it was hard believe 
even for my good friend Bill Murphy (GATA). 
  
Now the time is coming for Stock markets, and indexes will keep flying higher and higher. Next ten days will remain 
uncertain but take a advantage of uncertainty and keep adding position in markets ESPECIALY in S&P, India, Hong Kong, 
Japan and Singapore. As of now avoid the rest of markets but surely other markets will also start moving up after 
September. 
  
  
Avoid banking stocks until 20 November as Jupiter just got retro-grated from 1st September and may not favor banks and 
financial stocks. 
  
********************** 

This below part taken from 10-14 October 2011 Newsletter 

  

STOCK MARKET  

Last week our buying call on the markets were right. We received many emails for this good call. Under the 

current uncertain scenario in world economy we are calling a historic bull market about to begin. If we were 

economists or technical analyst we couldn’t have made this call but yes we are doing this because we follow the 

most powerful tool “planetary movement”. Go with our calls and you will make fortune in the next three years. 

  

This week markets will remain in a rising cycle. Book some part of the profits in stock and indexes on late 

Tuesday or Wednesday and get in again on late Thursday. Our flash news will advise on this. 

  

This weeks trading range of S&P will be 1143 to 1182. This week Japanese market Nikkei will gain the most. 

European markets will also gain and as usual USA will be in front seat but make sure avoid any position or avoid 

holding big position from late Tuesday to Thursday. 

  

Note – Remember to go slow until the end of October before we start taking huge positions in the markets so 

trade slowly, keep getting in and out with some profit. 
  

************************ 
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Here this part is taken from 11-16 December 2011 Weekly Newsletter. 

Trading in 2012 with wave of nature 

Dear Members, 

Let me first thank all visitors and members of our website as last week our website crossed 9.5 million hits. I 

highly recommend you to read the first part of this week’s newsletter careful. 

We are very close to the start of a historic bull market in the global stocks and commodities, and this will happen 

under the leadership of S&P. On the 26
th
 of February 2009, Jack Bouroudjian (CNBC’s news Contributor; 

interview is available on the home page of our website) interviewed us, we not only called the bottom out of 

markets on the 6 of March 2009, but we predicted that a rapid rise coming and by 2014/15 Dow will be touching 

between the figures 32000 to 36000. 

Yes, this looks like a dream prediction. I don’t know how many Wall Street Pundits or investors are going to be 

willing to believe this but we have complete and utter faith in our predictions. The prediction of the Dow Jones 

reaching 32000, will only unfold and determine whether we were right or wrong over time (so far our theory has 

guided us very well as far as the longer term outlook is concerned and most of predictions have been fulfilled) so 

I will wait and see whether this prediction will prove to be true or not. 

I have been wrong on many occasions as far as shorter term predictions go and I don’t feel ashamed to accept 

my wrong comings. This is part of nature, and no one can be a 100% accurate at all moments in time. We are 

human beings, we have personal feelings, likes and dislike in the markets. We are influenced by everything that 

happens around us. However even with all this, one important thing that we should never forget is that we 

should do our job with honesty, try our best, and if we make money, we should help our family, friends, 

neighborhood, community and country. Helping those most in need is our social responsibility. Try to be more 

humble because life comes once so do your best and I am sure nature will serve you with the best results. 

The prediction of Dow reaching 32000 doesn’t look like a dream to me because two weeks ago when I was 

reading my 2002 and 2004 books, and when I was rereading chapters of gold and oil, I had mentioned that oil 

would be reaching $100 and gold $1000. When I found out that the predictions from my previous book “2008/9 

World & Financial Prophecies” in metals chapter, there were predictions about “Gold hitting $2000 and silver 

$48.00 in 2011”, the time we were writing this book in 2007, gold was at $720 and silver $15.23 and we 

predicted gold reaching $2000 and silver $48 in 2011, so why would predicting S&P reaching 3000 to $3300 in 

the next three years be so ludicrous in nature. We are all aware that this year gold almost touched $2000 and 

silver crossed $48.00. 

There is a reason to writing about these past accuracies as the next three years will be the one of the most 

amazing time cycles in Wall Street as well as in the lives of each trader/investor. In the next three years we will 

see one of the solid bull-market, and we want each investor to take advantage of it in equities and commodities 

from 2012 onward. It will be one of the most unique eras of all time. While you will be making money from 2012 

to 2015, you should remain humble, keep watching yourself; ego should be kept out, ignorance shouldn’t rise in 

you and serve your family and society with good intentions. 

The whole financial market stands on one pillar and that’s is sentiments. Sentiment always changes with any 

new events and my last 28 years of experience in the financial market (I starting trading in the market at the age 

of 16) only one thing can guide you or can give you a glimpse of the future and that is wave of nature or you can 

call it, planetary movements. Economic and fundamental changes take place as per the current world economic 

situation. Even technical charts break on any side and can give false signals. Only planetary movements/wave 
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of nature can give you a solid reason to bet today on the future outcomes of the medium and longer term. I 

respect fundamentals, economy studies and also follow technical charts but all my future predictions comes 

from planetary movements. There is no harm in following something that can give you a solid and convincing 

reason to make decisions in the financial market. 

You don’t have to trade every day, just make the right trades at the right time and let the time cycle do the rest 

for you. I was convinced that the Planet Saturn moving from birth chart of silver that came in early in 2001 would 

affect silver, and this forced me to bet heavily on silver when it was at $4.52. I was targeting $9 and $21 and this 

goal of mine was achieved. A similar thing happen in oil and oil. Predictions of silver never had my personal 

likes or dislike because I never include personal feelings or sentiments when I am guiding you or writing about 

the future trend. 

In the financial market people make the biggest mistakes by including their personal sentiments in trading. 

Some bet heavily on their personal like’s in an area of investment because their emotions are attached with that 

and if that market goes against them then they lose everything. You don’t have hate dollar, you don’t have to like 

gold or silver. The wave of nature says that your actions in financial markets should purely be dictated without 

emotions. If the theory says buy gold and silver then you should buy them, but don’t include your personal 

emotions because that can end up being very dangerous for you one day. 

Anyways I don’t want to present myself as a preacher because most of you are well aware of the market 

behavior. We just give you a glimpse of the future and the rest of the investment decisions I leave it with you. 

Most of you are aware that our new book “2012 Financial Predictions” will be launched on 16 December. Don’t 

get too excited after reading it as many predictions will excite and may provoke you into taking big positions 

immediately in many financial instruments. So don’t do anything in a hurry, take your time, have deep 

conversations with yourself and plan well before you start accumulating our recommended trades for 2012. 

TAKE SOME LONGER TERM CALL OPTIONS, TAKE SOME MEDIUM TERM FUTURES AND ETF TRADES, 

our weekly newsletter will guide you on a weekly basis. 

Make the wave of nature & planetary movement’s an integral part of your trading/investment strategy with 

fundamental/Macro economy/Technical. 

I wish you good luck for 2012, and I pray that my book will play a small role in your success. Please remember 

to remain humble and understand ones social responsibility, take care of the neediest around you. 

STOCK MARKETS 

One thing that we have very clearly been mentioning is that it’s time to get ready for one of the biggest bull 

markets of all time in stocks. And now we are just a few weeks away so please start building up positions in 

stocks and indexes in whichever country you prefer to invest in. There is no doubt that S&P will lead this rally 

and it has to do so because S&P is the only market which can give confidence to global investors. 

Saturn in the house of Libra gives clear indications that China, Europe or India can’t rule the world economy 

except USA for the next three to four years. 

You are all aware that from 2015 China will crumble and this will be the reason for the crash in equity markets 

from 2015 onward. The current time is a great opportunity to accumulate call options of September 2012, 

December 2012. On late Tuesday we see some recovery but the best time to accumulate markets will be the 25 

of December. Those who are not worried about two to three percent moves on either-side can start acquiring 

positions from late Tuesday. 
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This week stocks will start moving up from late Tuesday or Wednesday so get in but the European situation will 

still remain unstable so a safe date would be 25th of December as we expect volatility to continue until 

Christmas. On the other hand emerging markets will still struggle until the end of the Month so avoid markets 

like India, South Africa and China. 

**************************** 

This below part is taken from Weekly Newsletter 19-23 December 2011 

Buying time Indexes – get ready to buy 

  

Dear Members, 

Lately I have been meditating a lot on the market movements. People say that the “markets are moving up”, the 

“markets are moving down”. However, according to the wave of nature the markets do not have the force to 

move up or down. The mind force of the people gives the market’s direction. So in short, the markets are 

helpless, they depend on the thousands and millions of people who trade in them and how those people trade. If 

they sell the markets go down, and if they buy the markets go up. So, one again I reiterate my point. The 

markets don’t move on their own, its the people who move the markets. 

If one were to predict that one of the greatest bull markets is en-route in the US equity markets people would 

laugh at him or her. In the current situation we are in, with the European crisis etc. there is no use for such willy 

nilly talk. I have been in the markets for the last 25 years and if someone asked me for my opinion and I did not 

have knowledge of the planetary movements then I would have also been pessimistic. However, the wave of 

nature and planetary movements are clearly indicating one of the greatest bull markets of all time in US equity. 

I will highly recommend people to put at least 35% of their money in US equity or US indexes. Yes, the world 

indexes will follow US equity, but Asia and Europe will still have their own unique problems so uncertainty in 

politics, economy and in the currency markets will remain in the highlights. In 2012, investors will show a very 

strong trust in S&P and US equity globally, and the whole crowd will slowly start following in the same direction. 

I want to keep this newsletter very simple but I want to give a small message. Commodity bull market has still 

not ended yet and long way to go on upside. Soon the time is coming when silver can reach 3 digits and oil will 

also move towards $150. This means that there is too much money in the market and once again there will be 

inflation in the markets in 2013-14 after giving a solid performance in 2012. 

I am sure many of you must have bought my new book and I am saying that this is a must have book, and I will 

highly recommend you to buy this book. I am not trying to promote it, all I am trying to say is that’s its contents 

are unbelievable. 

Since we have launched “2012 Financial Predictions” book, most of outlook of commodities, currencies and Indexes are 

matching 100% what we mentioned in book. Here is link to see few of 

predictions http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/latest-news.php?id=597 

I feel this book will change future of many investors, this book will guide you in details about what to do, where to 

invest and what to buy/sell in 2012. Yes, I feel this is most unique in dept book which is cover each and every area of 

financial markets ever came out in history of Wall-Street or globally. 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/latest-news.php?id=597
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Ignore all experts or economist those who are predicting bear market for stocks and USA economy because I see historic 

time starting for USA. Equity markets and commodity will keep moving higher. S&P and silver will outperform all other 

investment area, agri-commodities will go crazily higher because our wave if nature theory says most uncertain pattern in 

weather is on the way from 2012 to 2016 (don’t short grains and soft commodities). Our weekly newsletter will guide you 

on all these area. Next three years will be the most amazing time in history of Wall-Street and investors will make fortune 

if they remain focus. 

 

In the last four months I have been constantly talking about bullish trend in market. I would not dare to 

make this kind of bullish statement, If I was an economist, an market analyst or a MBA degree holder. I 

was only able to predict the bullish trend because of the theory I follow “astro indicators and wave of 

nature”, and also the few rules we follow “in our predictions we don’t look at the current situations of 

market as well as geo-politics/economic, and neither do we include our personal likes or dislikes toward 

any country or market”. We follow these two rules very seriously and religiously. We just predict what 

Astro/wave cycle tells us.  

My rules are different but you should make a few rules like, most important one at this stage is important 

one is, don’t go against the market for the next three years. Don’t short markets and a few of our 

favorite commodities, thinking that they are sitting at a new high. Those who bought our book must be 

aware that we predicted oil going to $145, silver over $50 and gold over $2000 in the year 2012. 

You all must be very busy people in life but please put a small effort to promote our book. Let more people 

buy it and let them take advantage of the oncoming bull market. This book can be one of the best gifts to 

anyone who is in the investment field. 

Let’s talk about this week. Two months ago everyone started advising about not buying silver and gold 

when both these were falling but at the same time we came out with a strong statement of buying gold 

around $1550 and silver $26.80. Both these precious metals touched a predicted lows and from there 

silver moved up almost 37% and gold 14%. On the other hand S&P moved up more than 30%. Many have 

missed the boat, and now they are waiting to get in on the corrections but I don’t think any huge 

corrections coming. 

I see all major markets consolidating. Any small corrections should be taken as a buying opportunity in 

metals, oil and indexes. 

Stocks are still far cheaper, look at our predictions for the Japanese Markets, as they are also performing 

extremely well. 
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As mentioned in the book, emerging markets (India, China and South Africa) are underperforming 

compared to other developed countries markets. 

Here is this week newsletter from 27 Feb to 2 March 2012 

GOLD/SILVER 

Last week silver moved up sharply and it outperformed gold. As we 

mentioned many times this year that silver will be one the best 

performing commodity in the year 2012 as well as in the coming three 

years. 

This week the positive trend will continue on Monday so any 

weakness should be taken as a buying opportunity. 

Tuesday any time after 9.30 AM New York time “astro cycle” is changing and some volatility will come in 

the stock market and that may effect metal prices but we are still not sure whether weakness in the stocks 

will effect metals or not. If metals trades negative for more than three hours then they will trade weaker 

for whole week. I will come out with a small flash around 10.30 AM NY time once I understand this short 

term negative wave. 

If metals don’t get affected on Tuesday then Wednesday and Thursday will surely be positive days for gold 

and silver. 

Friday we will see some profit booking coming in metals so the trend of gold and silver will remain weaker. 

Important note (Tuesday will decide this weeks trend)- Last week we mentioned that gold would move 

towards $1836 and silver $36.80, and last week’s move have pushed both metals near our predicted 

target. Astro indicators are very bullish for silver as compared to gold so focus on silver at this stage but 

watch Tuesday’s trend closely and if after 9.30 AM prices start going down then book profits in metals and 

stay away for a few days but surely buy back on  Friday.  

Advise – Medium and longer term traders shouldn’t be shorting silver, platinum & Gold, hold you 

positions. Short term or day traders should watch the flash news range and can trade in and out.   

Monday’s trading range for metals: Gold April and silver May contract. 

GOLD: $1786.9 to $1765.90 

SILVER: $36.09 TO $34.93 
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COPPER/PLATINUM/PALLADIUM 

Last week platinum performed extremely well as predicted. Our 

outlook is very bullish for platinum and prices can easily reach 

$1900. Copper and palladium traded mixed and they will remain 

mixed during this week. Hold you trades position in platinum. 

Copper will trade positively on Monday and Tuesday, but I would 

like to see the time cycle from Tuesday 9.30 AM NY time. If a 

negative effect comes then it will remain for the next three days. We 

are not recommending any shorts as well so trade in and out as per our daily flash news. 

Monday’s trading range for metals: Platinum are April contract and rest of May. 

COPPER: $389.6 TO $381.8 

PALLADIUM: $719 TO $705 

PLATINUM: $1727 TO $1709 

  

STOCK MARKET 

Except emerging market, the rest of the markets are trading very 

positively. Many people will ask “Mahendra why is this 

happening?” Simply speaking, all major markets are in control of 

Astro cycle of Jupiter but new or emerging markets are in control 

of Mercury and currently Mercury is in no direction zone. 

Many people are concerned about the recent sharp rise in equity 

markets. In March 2009, equity markets bottomed out after 

housing crises and the markets went up rapidly without any major 

break. In 2011 the EU debt crises came and the markets started falling down like they did in 2008 and 

bottomed out in November and since then they have been rising almost in a one sided manner. Both 

times, due to our theory we were able to call falls and bottom outs very accurately (all thanks to the Astro 

and wave cycles). 

This time the upward trend will remain there for a longer time. I am not expecting any major hurdle on the 

way, and surely from time to time there will be small healthy corrections during the next three years bull 
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cycle in stocks. I am sure many have already planned their longer term trades, if not then you should plan 

soon before its too late. Option trades is the only answer for longer term trading so plan it for the next 

three years. 

This week I would like to see Tuesdays trend after the USA market starts or NY time 9.30 AM. 

On Monday all major markets will remain positive or sideways and an uncertain trend will emerge on 

Tuesday. On Wednesday and Thursday a mixed trend will dominate as the markets will move both sides 

rapidly but surely there will be some concerns. On Friday, the second last hour will be a great time to 

acquire positions and carry forward all trades for next week. 

If what we see in the coming cycles is true, within the next three weeks S&P should hit 1430. 

Next few weeks commodity stocks will perform mixed but technology and biotech will outperform during 

this week. 

Here is Indexes range for Monday’s trading ranges:  

AUSTRALIAN – 4293 to 4250 

NIKKEI – 9759 TO 9655 

NIFTY S&P – 5578 TO 5512 

HONG KONG - 21539 TO 21309 

CAC – 3501 TO 3455 

DAX - 6921 TO 6838 

FTSE – 5952 TO 5901  

S&P – 1371.75 TO 1359.25 

NASDAQ – 2615 TO 2586 

RUSSELL – 830 TO 818 

DOW – 13029 TO 12909 
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COFFEE/COTTON 

Both these soft commodities have been underperforming as 

predicted. This week both these soft commodities will trade sideways 

but a great time has come for you start buying call options in both of 

these soft commodities. This week Mercury will be changing the 

house so we should expect bottoming out in both these soft 

commodities. 

It looks like coffee will hold $200, and cotton will hold $87.00. Our 

theory tells us that both these soft commodities have a limited downside. In the worst case scenario, 

coffee can fall up to $192 and cotton $83 so you know your downside risk. 

Medium and longer term traders should start investing in coffee and cotton from late Thursday of this 

week and make sure you don’t go high on leverage. 

Here is Monday’s trading range: May contracts 

COFFEE: $201.30 TO $205.70 

COTTON: $91.80 TO $89.90 

  

COCOA/SUGAR/ORANGE JUICE 

Last week our buying recommendations in sugar did extremely 

well for investors. Hold your trades in sugar at this stage as it can 

move up to $26.30 under the current rally. 

Orange juice will turn positive from this week, for the shorter term 

so those who sold around $220 should cover around $185, and 

those who never took any trades can go long for the shorter 

period with a price target of $197. 

Cocoa will trade both sides, so trade in and out as recommended by our daily flash news. 

All these above mentioned soft commodities will trade positively on Monday and Tuesday. 

Here is Monday’s trading range: May contracts 

COCOA: $2378 TO $2309 
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SUGAR: $25.48 TO $25.01  

ORNAGE JUICE:  $181.20 TO $187.20 

    

TREASURY BONDS 

Last week Thirty year bond traded a bit positive, and the same will 

happen during this week, so buy thirty year bond on any weakness. Yes 

we already predicted that thirty bonds are in a bear market when it 

reached to 146. Our medium term call is 132 in the next three months but 

this week looks positive for thirty years bond. 

Monday’s trading range for energy April contracts: 

TREASURY BOND – 142-12 TO 143-21 

  

GRAINS 

Grains have been trading as predicted. This week grains trend 

looks positive from Thursday so stay long in grains from Thursday. 

Buy corn and rice from Monday as they look very positive. Rice 

will be on fire due to Mercury and Venus changing house.   

If my theory’s indictors come accurate then rice is to move at least 

seven percent in a week, and that is a huge move for commodities 

or future market traders. 

Soy, soy meal and soy oil will trade in a narrow range or sideways. Avoid any big position in soy during this 

week. The last few weeks Sun guided very well on soy trades. 

We are not recommending any selling or short position in grains; in fact any weakness should be taken as a 

buying opportunity. 

Here is day trading range for Monday’:  

CORN: $647.5 TO $638 

WHEAT: $648.75 TO $635.5 
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RICE: $14.33 TO $13.71 (Buy as huge up move will come) 

SOY: $1296 TO $1278 

SOY MEAL: $338 TO $332.7 

SOY OIL: 54.83 TO $54.09 

  

ENERGY 

In the last decade our recommendation on oil has proven that 

wave of nature can guide better than any theory. Many 

economists were slandering our predictions of oil reaching $100 

when it was around $16, and when we predicted that itwould 

fall below $50 when it was $145, no one wanted to believe it. 

So far we have been very fortunate to guide our members 

accurately on oil predictions. This week oil will trade rapidly on 

both sides so watch the daily range very closely. 

Mars is clearly giving indications of oil opening higher on Monday and will trade positive and may move to 

a multiyear new high. 

On Tuesday oil will move on both sides sharply. On Wednesday we may see some weakness. 

On Thursday again, oil will trade on both sides but later in day it will lose some value and on Friday a 

weaker trend will continue. 

On the higher side we may see oil reaching $114.30 and on the lower side we don’t see it breaking $106.50 

during this week. If oil reaches to either of these recommended ranges, take it as a trading opportunity. 

The Flash news will guide you on the daily trading range. 

Natural gas will trade in the tight range or sideways. We recommend acquiring positions on the down side, 

and on the higher side we may see it touching $2.95 soon. In the worst case scenario gas will go back to 

$2.55. 

Monday’s trading range for energy April contracts: 

OIL: $111.17 to $108.75  

NATURAL GAS: $2.62 to $2.77 
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CURRENCIES 

Last week our dollar rise predictions came 100% wrong and we 

apologies for that. Yen traded sharply lower against all major 

currencies. For the last two months we have been recommending 

selling in Yen for shorter, medium and longer term. The short term 

target has almost been achieved. The medium term target is 

117.00 and the longer term target is par value.    

In the last two weeks, Yen lost most of its value against Euro and 

dollar. This is a clear sign that in the longer term yens interest rates will remain lower as compared to 

other currencies. Anyways, we are not giving too much importance to all this fundamentals point because 

fundamentals can change overnight! Our theory outlook never changes, what we see for future, 

fundamentals turn in that direction, like how the sunflower plant follows the sun.   

This week dollar looks weak, or it will trade sideways, any rise should be taken as a profit booking 

opportunity. Changing of Astro cycle on Tuesday may give a of a bit boost to US dollar or will remain 

negative for all other currencies but this will be proven short lived. Ignore dollar at this stage, but don’t 

short as over longer term outlook looks very positive for dollar index. This weeks range can be 77.82 to 

78.80. In the worst case scenario dollar can fall down to 76.72 in 2012 and on the higher side we target 

86.30. This makes it very clear that if you are investors of medium and longer term then surely dollar index 

will provide handsome returns. 

Many are confused about how dollar can rise when commodities and stocks are rising but believe me, 

once dollar starts moving with the commodities and stocks, no power will be able to stop this trend of 

rising dollar, stocks and commodities together. 

Emerging market currencies will be the biggest losers against the commodity rise because I don’t see an 

upside for Rupee, rand, real and peso from the current level. There may be a maximum of two percent 

move from the current level; or I can say for the next ten months, emerging market currencies will trade 

sideways or a bit weaker. 

Australian and Canadian dollar will also remain directionless. In fact, for the whole of last week, when oil 

and metals were moving up but both these natural resource rich countries currencies remained sideways 

or moved down with Euro or pound. 

Trade in and out in all major currencies as per the predicted daily trading range. 
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Monday’s trading range is here: 

DOLLAR INDEX – 78.07 to 79.69 

EURO – 1.3512 to 1.3391 

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 1.0729 to 1.0650 

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 1.0052 to 0.9961 

BRITISH POUND – 1.5953 to 1.5807 

JAPANESE YEN – 1.2302 to 1.2410 

SWISS FRANC – 1.1217 to 1.1109 

RUPPEE – 49.07 to 48.57 

RAND – 7.51 to 7.58 

 

Note – This whole week is showing both side movements so I won’t recommend building any trade in one 

side directions except rice and silver. 

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

Date: Sunday, 26 February 2012, 8.00 am Santa Barbara 

 


